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Introduction
Electric Actuators
Electric actuators:
Devices for the (controlled) conversion of energy from the electric domain to
the mechanical one
In general, they implement a transduction of both “power” and “signals” for:
motion generation
electric energy generation
Often: only motion generation devices are indicated as “electric actuators”
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Introduction
Electric Actuators
There are three main components:
Electric motor (electric machine) + Reduction gears
Power amplifier
Controller
Controller
Power
Amplifier
Motor
Reduction
Gear Load
✲ ✲
✛
✲
✛
✲
✛
✲
Although quite often only the power and signal electronics are called “electric
actuators”, this terms includes both the power amplifier and the control system.
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Introduction
Electric Actuators
The subsystem where the energy conversion (from electrical to mechanical and
viceversa) takes place is made of two elements that allow a relative motion and
that interact by a magnetic field.
Type of motion:
rotative or linear motion
rotative motion is by far more common, although in recent years also linear
actuators are more and more adopted
Generation of:
motion: motors (actuators)
electric energy: electric generators
Power amplifier:
used to amplify the voltage requested by the control signal
based on “power” electronic components
quite often implemented with “switching” components
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Introduction
Electric Actuators
The controller:
computational unit where the controller is implemented
normally implemented with digital electronics (DSP, µ-P, ...)
Available measurements:
Position/velocity of the rotor/load
Current(s) in the motor
Control objectives:
Position/velocity control (or tracking of reference trajectories)
Torque control
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Introduction
Electric Actuators
Many different types of electric motors are currently available:
DC (Direct Current)
Brushless
PM (Permanent Magnet)
. . .
Currently, probably the most common type are the brushless motors due to better
performances and reliability.
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Model of a DC electric motor
Model of a DC electric motor
To introduce the dynamic model of electric motors, a PM, DC motor will be
discussed in the following as a significant example of this class of actuators.
Electric dynamics (armature)
vA(t) = RAiA(t) + LA
d iA(t)
d t
+ vM(t)
where vA, iA, RA and LA are the voltage, the electric current, and the
armature resistance and inductance respectively; vM is the counter
electromotive force (counter EMF or back EMF - BEMF).
Electro-mechanical coupling
τm(t) = kt iA(t)
where kt is the electro-mechanical constant of the motor.
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Model of a DC electric motor
Model of a DC electric motor
Mechanical dynamics (rotor)
J
d ωm(t)
d t
= τm(t)− b ωm(t)
where J is the moment of inertia of the motor (and of a payload, if present)
and b the coefficient of friction of the overall system.
Mechano-electrical coupling
vM(t) = kv ωm(t)
Numerically, it results kv = kt if all the quantities are expressed in the
International System.
For this reason, from now on we assume that kv = kt = km.
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Model of a DC electric motor
Model of a DC electric motor
Using Laplace transformation, it results:
VA(s) = RAIA(s) + sLAIA(s) + VM(s)
Cm(s) = km IA(s)
s J Ωm(s) = Cm(s)− b Ωm(s)
VM(s) = km Ωm(s)
The two dynamics are then expressed by the transfer functions:
IA(s) =
VA(s)− VM(s)
RA + s LA
Ωm(s)
C (s)
=
1
b + s J
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Model of a DC electric motor
Model of a DC electric motor
1
RA + sLA
km
1
b + s J
km
1
s
✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
✛
✻
❡ ❡❄
−
Cr
✲
+
−
VA
VM
IA Cm Ωm Θm
Considering both transfer functions:
Ωm(s) =
km
(b + s J)(RA + s LA) + k2m
VA(s)
=
km
LAJ s2 + (RAJ + bLA)s + (bRA + k2m)
VA(s) = Gω(s)VA(s)
If b ≈ 0: → Gω(s) =
km
s2 LAJ + s RAJ + k
2
m
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Model of a DC electric motor
Model of a DC electric motor
Note that the transfer function
Gω(s) =
km
LAJ s2 + (RAJ + bLA)s + (bRA + k2m)
presents the static gain Gω(0) = km/(bRa + k
2
m).
In case b ≈ 0,
Gω(s) =
Ωm(s)
Va(s)
=
km
s
2
LAJ + s RAJ + k
2
m
and Gω(0) = 1/km.
Therefore, in steady state conditions (va(t) = v¯a = const) we have
ωm(t) =
km
bRA + k2m
v¯a = const, or ωm(t) =
1
km
v¯a = const
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Model of a DC electric motor
Model of a DC electric motor
The system has two poles: p1,2 =
−RA J ±
√
(RA J)2 − 4 LA J k2m
2 LA J
If LA is sufficiently small and such that (RA J)
2 − 4 LA J k2m > 0
then the two poles are real and negative. Moreover, if
LA ≪ R
2
A J
k2m
and approximating
√
1− x ≈ 1− x/2 (for small values of x), it results
p1 ≈ − k
2
m
RA J
p2 ≈ −RA
LA
where p1 is the electromechanical pole and p2 the electrical pole. Then
Gω(s) =
km/(LA J)
(s +
k2m
RAJ
)(s + RA
LA
)
=
1/km
(1 + sτm)(1 + sτe)
τm =
RA J
k2m
mechanical time constant
τe =
LA
RA
electrical time constant
Usually Tm ≫ Te
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Model of a DC electric motor
Model of a DC electric motor
Given the block scheme of a DC motor
1
RA + sLA
km
1
b + s J
km
1
s
✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
✛
✻
❡ ❡❄−
Cr
✲
+
−
VA
VM
IA Cm Ωm Θm
it is common practice to define the two time constants as
1 electrical time constant τe =
LA
RA
2 mechanical time constant τm =
J
b
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Model of a DC electric motor
Model of a DC electric motor
Parameters of the motor:
La = 2.5 10
−3 H
Ra = 1 Ω
km = 1 Nm/A [V/(rad/s)]
J = 0.01 kg m2
b = 0.01 Nm/(rad/s)
τe = 2.5 ms, τm = 1 s
Cr = 0
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Simulation of a DC motor
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Model of a DC electric motor
Model of a DC electric motor - Payload
Consider a load (with friction bc and inertia Jc)
connected to the motor through a gearbox with
ratio Kr > 1.
Gearbox
✲✛
✲✛
✛✲
✛✲
ωm ωc
τcτm
The power at the input of the gearbox equals the power at the output:
τm(t) ωm(t) = τc(t) ωc(t) (ωc < ωm)
and, since Krωc = ωm then τc = Kr τm (τc > τm).
At the load side, the mechanical system is described by the equation
s Jc ωc(s) = τc(s) − bc ωc(s)
Thus, considering the variables before the gearbox (motor side, i.e. ωm, τm) and
using the Laplace transforms, one gets
τc,m(s) =
τc
Kr
=
1
Kr
(bcωc(s) + s Jcωc(s)) =
1
K 2r
(bc + s Jc)ωm(s)
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Model of a DC electric motor
Model of a DC electric motor - Payload
By considering both the motor and the load, one obtains:
τ(s) = τm(s) + τc,m(s)
= (bωm(s) + s Jωm(s)) +
1
K 2r
(bc + s Jc)ωm(s)
= (b +
bc
K 2r
)ωm(s) + s(J +
Jc
K 2r
)ωm(s)
= bTωm(s) + s JTωm(s)
which leads to:
ωm(s) =
τ(s)
bT + s JT
bT = b +
bc
K 2r
JT = J +
Jc
K 2r
Same type of equation as in the no-load situation, but with different parameters!
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Model of a DC electric motor
Electric motor
Any electric motor may be described in terms of two “blocks”:
electro-magnetic part, taking as input the voltage and giving as output the
current (torque)
mechanical part, taking as input the torque and giving as output the
velocity/position
the BEMF is present, giving an energetic balance (voltage → velocity)
All electric motors have limitations in terms of maximum current and maximum
voltage, and therefore limitations on
maximum velocity
rms and peak torque
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Control of an electric motor
Cascade control of an electric motor
In “high performance” (high dynamics) applications, the control of an electric
motor can be “naturally” implemented with a cascade structure, composed of:
current control loop, or torque control loop
velocity control loop
position control loop (not necessarily present)
Often, proper feedforward control actions are added to the standard feedback
loops.
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Control of an electric motor
Current (torque) loop
Some considerations on the current control loop:
because of the algebraic (static) relationship τ(t) = km i(t), the control of
the current is equivalent to the control of the torque, although there is not a
direct measurement of τ(t)
it depends on the motor characteristics and parameters (e.g. RA, LA, . . .)
it is affected by the performance of the electronic amplifier
it helps in preventing that too much high currents flow in both the converter
and the motor
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Control of an electric motor
Velocity loop
→
Some considerations on the velocity control loop:
the inner current loop can be considered as an ideal torque actuator
it depends indirectly on the motor characteristics
it is affected by the mechanical properties of the system (considering also the
load)
note that in simple applications one could consider a constant inertia
J(t) = const; in this case, the relationship between acceleration θ¨(t) and
torque τ(t) is static J θ¨(t) = τ(t) → θ¨(t) = τ(t)/J
more in general, the inertia (of the load) may depend on the position/velocity
and therefore J(t) = J(θ, ω); then, the fact of imposing a given torque does
not imply to assign a specific acceleration
(
θ¨(t) = τ(t)/J(t)
)
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Control of an electric motor
Position loop
Some considerations on the position control loop:
the inner velocity loop can be considered as an (almost) ideal velocity
actuator
it depends indirectly on the motor characteristics
it depends indirectly on the mechanical characteristics of the system
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Control of an electric motor
Electric Actuators
In general, a necessary and sufficient condition for considering negligible the
dynamics of the inner loops is based on the so-called dynamic separation principle.
In practice, it means that the inner loops must be “faster” (e.g. 4 : 1) than the
outer loops: the bandwidth of the current (velocity) loop must be higher than the
bandwidth of the velocity (position) loop.
The bandwidth of the current loop is limited by
bounds on the input voltage
technological limitations related to measurement noise / sampling frequency
We can assume for the current loop a typical bandwidth
ωi ≈ 5000÷ 10000 rad/sec (≈ 1000− 2000 hz)
Therefore, for the velocity loop we have a typical bandwidth of
ωω ≈ 200÷ 400 rad/sec (≈ 40− 80 hz)
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Control of an electric motor Current control loop
Current control loop
The classical block scheme for the current control loop is
Note the feedforward term vm(t) = kmω(t), that is added to compensate for for
the BEMF effect, that often is the dominant term in the armature voltage.
This is a feedforward term that requires the knowledge of the motor velocity ω
(although even only a rough estimation is however useful).
In order to have null steady state errors, the current controller is often chosen of
the PI type:
Ri (s) = Kpi
(
1 +
1
Tiis
)
=
Kpi
Tii
(
1 + Tiis
s
)
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Control of an electric motor Current control loop
Current control loop
Therefore, if Ge(s) =
1
Ra+sLa
= 1/Ra1+sτa , τa = La/Ra, the open loop transfer
function results:
Gi (s) = Ri (s)Ge(s) =
Kpi
Tii
(
1 + Tiis
s
)
1/Ra
1 + sτa
It is then convenient to select Tii = τa in order to cancel the electric pole:
Gi (s) = Ri(s)Ge(s) =
Kpi
RaTiis
Note that the steady state error to a step reference is null (integral action). The
closed loop function is
Fi (s) =
ia(s)
iad(s)
=
Gi (s)
1 + Gi (s)
=
1
1 + 1
Gi (s)
=
1
1 + RaTii
Kpi
s
=
1
1 + τi s
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Control of an electric motor Current control loop
Current control loop
By assigning a desired time constant τi for the current loop, it results
RaTii
Kpi
= τi , → Kpi =
La
τi
Therefore, the two parameters of the PI current controller are:
Tii = τa =
La
Ra
, Kpi =
La
τi
Note that a term for the compensation of the BEMF voltage should be added,
computed as
vm(t) = km ω(t)
This feedforward action requires the measurement of the velocity. If not available,
the desired velocity ωd(t) may be used for its computation, although in this case
some mismatches are obviously present:
vm(t) = km ωd(t) (≈ km ω(t))
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Control of an electric motor Velocity control loop
Velocity control loop
Given the current control loop, with transfer function Fi (s), the velocity controller
can be designed according to the following block diagram
Note the presence of the term 1/km, introduced to have a desired value of the
torque τm = kmi as input to the “mechanical” subsystem 1/(b + Js): the output
of the velocity controller Rω(s) can be considered as the torque applied to the
load inertia J.
The mechanical dynamics of a DC motor is described by the function
Gm(s) =
1
b + Js
=
1/b
1 + J
b
s
=
1/b
1 + τms
, τm =
J
b
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Control of an electric motor Velocity control loop
Velocity control loop
Note: With reference to the block scheme
G1(s) G2(s)
H(s)
❤ ✲❄
d
y❤✲x ✲ ✲ ✲
-
-
✛
✻
one obtains
y = G2(−d + G1(x − Hy)) → y(1 + HG1G2) = G1G2x − G2d
then
y =
G1G2
1 + HG1G2
x −
G2
1 + HG1G2
d
The output y is the sum of two contributions, the first one related to the signal x
and the second one to the signal (disturbance) d .
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Control of an electric motor Velocity control loop
Velocity control loop
Solution V1 A PI controller is chosen for the velocity control
Rω(s) = Kpω
(
1 +
1
Tiωs
)
=
Kpω
Tiω
(
1 + Tiωs
s
)
Then
G1 = Rω(s)Fi (s) =
Kpω
Tiω
(
1 + Tiωs
s
)
1
1 + τi s
, G2 = Gm =
1/b
1 + τms
, H = 1
the forward gain is
Gω(s) = Rω(s)Fi (s)Gm(s) =
Kpω
Tiω
(
1 + Tiωs
s
)
1
1 + τi s
1/b
1 + τms
With the choice Tiω = τm we have
Gω(s) =
Kpω
bTiω
1
s(1 + τi s)
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Control of an electric motor Velocity control loop
Velocity control loop
Therefore
Fω(s) =
ω(s)
ωd(s)
=
1
1 + 1
Gω(s)
=
1
1 + bTiωτi s
2+bTiωs
Kpω
=
ω2n
s2 + 2δωns + ω2n
with
ω2n =
Kpω
bTiiτi
, 2δωn =
1
τi
There is only one variable (Kpω) to be defined for the two parameters δ, ωn. Then,
for example, assign δ = 1 (no overshoot) and compute:
ωn =
1
2δτi
=
1
2τi
, Kpω = bTiiτiω
2
n =
J
4δ2τi
=
J
4τi
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Control of an electric motor Velocity control loop
Velocity control loop
Solution V2 A simplified control design procedure can be used, assuming that the
dynamics of the (closed loop) electric part is faster than the mechanical one. As a
matter of fact, assuming that τi is negligible for the range of frequencies of
interest (hypothesis to be verified at the end) we have that τi ≈ 0 and therefore
Gω(s) = Rω(s)Fi (s)Gm(s) ≈
Kpω
Tiω
(
1 + Tiωs
s
)
1/b
1 + τms
By defining, as before, Tiω = τm we have
Gω(s) =
Kpω
bTiωs
and therefore
Fω(s) =
ω(s)
ωd(s)
=
1
1 + 1
Gω(s)
=
1
1 + bTiωs
Kpω
=
1
1 + τωs
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Control of an electric motor Velocity control loop
Velocity control loop
If a desired time constant τω is given for the velocity loop, then
Kpω =
bTiω
τω
=
J
τω
Summarizing, in this case the control parameters are defined as
Tiω = τm, Kpω =
J
τω
The desired value for τω must be chosen larger than τi , for example
τω = 4÷ 8 τi
Note that in any case a feedforward control action should be added, that is the
desired velocity ωd should be computed as the sum of the value given by the
feedback controller Rω(s) and a feedforward action ωff = ωref , being ωref the
velocity required by the reference trajectory.
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Control of an electric motor Position control loop
Position control loop
The velocity loop, as described in the previous Solution V1, may be described by
the transfer function
Fω(s) =
ω2n
s2 + 2δωns + ω2n
with
ω2n =
Kpω
bTiiτi
, 2δωn =
1
τi
Assuming a P controller Rθ(s) = Kpθ, the open loop gain is given by
Gθ(s) = Rθ(s)Fω(s)
1
s
=
Kpθ ω
2
n
s(s2 + 2δωns + ω2n)
Therefore, the closed loop gain results
Fθ(s) =
θ(s)
θd(s)
=
1
1 + 1
Gθ(s)
=
Kpθ ω
2
n
s3 + 2δωns2 + ω2ns + Kpθ ω
2
n
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Control of an electric motor Position control loop
Position control loop
There are three poles, whose values are defined by a proper choice of the
proportional gain Kpθ. This can be chosen with standard techniques such as the
root locus method, and may be selected in such a way that the three poles are
(stable and) real, thus avoiding overshoots in the position.
The velocity loop, as described in Solution V2, may be described by the transfer
function
Fω(s) =
1
1 + τωs
Therefore, with a P controller Rθ(s) = Kpθ the open loop gain is given by
Gθ(s) = Rθ(s)Fω(s)
1
s
=
Kpθ
s(1 + τωs)
Therefore, the closed loop gain results
Fθ(s) =
θ(s)
θd (s)
=
1
1 + 1
Gθ(s)
=
Kpθ/τω
s2 + 1/τωs + Kpθ/τω
=
ω2t
s2 + 2δtωts + ω2t
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Control of an electric motor Position control loop
Position control loop
with
ω2t =
Kpθ
τω
2δtωt =
1
τω
From which, for example, we may define Kpθ from
Kpθ =
1
4δ2t τω
, → ωt =
1
2δtτω
To avoid overshoots, the damping coefficient may be chosen as δt = 1 and then
Kpθ =
1
4τω
. The resulting natural frequency is therefore ωt =
1
2τω
. Note that only
one variable is available for assigning the two parameters δt , ωt .
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Control of an electric motor Position control loop
Position control loop
On the other hand, given (Solution V2)
Fω(s) =
1
1 + τωs
τω > τi
let’s define for the position loop a PD controller1 Rθ(s) = Kpθ (1 + Kdθs).
With the choice Kdθ = τω, the open loop gain is given by
Gθ(s) = Rθ(s)Fω(s)
1
s
= Kpθ (1 + Kdθs)
1
s(1 + τωs)
=
Kpθ
s
Then Fθ(s) =
θ(s)
θd (s)
=
1
1 + 1/Kpθs
Therefore, if τθ is the desired time constant for the position loop (τθ > τω), then
Kpθ =
1
τθ
. Summarizing, the two parameters of the PD controller are specified as
Kdθ = τω, Kpθ =
1
τθ
Note 1: Usually, the derivative action of the PD controller is implemented by adding a high-frequency pole sKdθ →
sKdθ
1+s
Kdθ
N
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Control of an electric motor Position control loop
Feedforward actions
In order to improve the performances in terms of reference tracking, it is
convenient to add proper feedforward actions to the control scheme.
✲ ❡ ✲
✻−
θd
θ˙d , θ¨d✲ FF comput.
Rθ(s) ✲ ❡✲ ❡
✻−
✲❄
ωff
ωfb ωd
Rω(s) ✲ ❡✲ ❡
✻−
✲❄
iff
ifb id
Ri (s) ✲ Motor
✲ θ(s)
✲ ω(s)
✲ i(s)
✻
These feedforward actions must be computed on the basis of the reference values
of position, velocity, and acceleration θd , ωd = ω˙d , ω¨d and of the dynamics of
the system to be controlled.
In particular, when a desired trajectory θd (t) is computed, at least also the
corresponding desired velocity ω(t) and acceleration θ¨d (t) are available. Then, the
feedforward term ωff is simply ωff = ωd , and the feedforward current iff (t) can be
computed on the basis of the desired torque/acceleration.
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Control of an electric motor Position control loop
Saturation and anti-windup schemes
Another issue that deserves proper consideration in the design of control schemes
for electric motors, in particular when integral actions are used, is the limited
range of the current and voltage variables.
As a matter of fact, these variables are limited for physical reasons and, if an
integral action is present in the control algorithm, problems may easily arise due
to the windup phenomenon that can bring the system to instability.
The reason of the windup is the integrator contained in the PID controllers, which
keeps integrating the tracking error even if the input is saturating. This may
require a long time to de-saturate the integral term and the overall system may
therefore result unstable.
Proper solutions are available to avoid, or in any case limit, this undesired
phenomenon.
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Example
Example
Let us consider again a motor with the following parameters:
La = 2.5 10
−3 H
Ra = 1 Ω
km = 1 Nm/A [V/(rad/s)]
J = 0.01 kg m2
b = 0.01 Nm/(rad/s)
τe = 2.5 ms, τm = 1 s
Current control
According to the previous discussion, a PI controller is defined. If the desired time
constant is τi = 1msec, then
Kpi =
La
τi
= 2.5, Tii =
LA
Ra
= 0.0025
The BEMF compensation is introduced by measuring the motor velocity ω and
multiplying it by km = 1.
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Example
Example
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Note that, if the current has to reach a constant set point, the value of the voltage va
increases in time, until it reaches the saturation value Va,max (= 500 V in the plots on
the right).
At that point, the controller is not able any more to compensate for the BEMF term,
and the current goes to the minimum value necessary to generate the torque for
compensating the friction b.
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Example
Example
Velocity control
Let us consider a PI controller Rω(s) =
Kpω
Tiω
(
1+Tiωs
s
)
, designed according to the
“’solution V2”, with the desired time constant τω = 10msec . Then
Kpω =
J
τω
= 1, Tiω = τm = 1
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Position control
Considering1 a P controller Rθ(s) = Kpθ, the parameter Kpθ must be defined
according to Kpθ =
1
4δ2t τω
, while the resulting natural frequency ωt results
ωt =
1
2δtτω
. For example, assuming δ = 1, then Kpθ = 25 and ωt = 50.
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1The “Solution V2” is adopted for the velocity control loop
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If a PD controller is considered, with τθ = 0.04s, then
Kpθ =
1
τθ
= 25, Kdθ = 0.01
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In practice, the same performances as before (Kdθ = 0.01 is very small) . . .
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Frequency characteristics and step responses of the three loops.
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If a trapezoidal trajectory is assigned, the tracking performances of the PD
position controller are reported in the following slides.
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Without feedforwad compensation actions, the tracking performances are quite
poor.
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By adding the feedforward control actions on the velocity and on the current
ωff = ωd , iff =
J
km
θ¨d
the following results are obtained. The imperfect tracking is due to the
approximations made for the inner control loops.
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Adaptive control for the velocity loop
Let us assume that a current control loop, with transfer function Fi (s) =
1
1+τi s
,
has been designed for a DC motor. Then, the velocity controller Rω(s) can be
designed according to the following block diagram.
Note the presence of the term 1/km, introduced to have a desired value of the
torque τm = kmi as input to the “mechanical” subsystem: the output of the
velocity controller Rω(s) can be considered as the torque applied to J.
The mechanical dynamics of a DC motor is described by the function
Gm(s) =
1
b + Js
=
1/b
1 + J
b
s
=
1/b
1 + τms
, τm =
J
b
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Assume that the current control loop has been designed so that the electric dynamics
can be described by the transfer function
Fi(s) =
1
1 + τis
, τi = 5 ms
In this case, the feedforward dynamics can be described by
Gω(s) =
1
1 + τi s
1/b
1 + J
b
s
Let us consider a motor with the following parameters:
La = 2.5 10
−3 H
Ra = 1 Ω
km = 1 Nm/A [V/(rad/s)]
J = 0.001 kg m2
b = 0.001 Nm/(rad/s)
τe = 2.5 ms, τm = 1 s
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Example
The step response of the function Gω(s) is shown in the following plot. Note that,
being τi ≪ τm, in practice the response coincides with that of a first order system.
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Example
The discrete-time model of the function Gω(s) can be computed analytically as
Gω(z) = Z {H0(s)Gω(s)} = Z
{
1− e−sT
s
Gω(s)
}
After simple calculations, it results
Gω(z) =
z−1(b0 + b1z
−1)
1 + a1z−1 + a2z−2
where (with T = 1 msec)
b0 = 0.09411, b1 = 0.08669, a1 = −1.818, a2 = 0.8179
On the other hand, a simplified (first order) model Gω1(z) can be obtained as
Gω1(z) =
b1z
−1
1 + a1z−1
where the parameters can be computed e.g. with the LS algorithm or other
techniques as
b1 = 0.9897, a1 = −0.99901 → b1 = 1, a1 = −0.999
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Exact model Gω(z)
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Note that even the simplified model shows a very good approximation of the real process
(exact in steady-state conditions): the error is of the order of 0.1%.
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Given a desired transfer function Gm(z) for the overall control loop, assume to adopt a
deadbeat-like procedure for the design of the controller D(z), i.e.
Gm(z) =
D(z)Gp(z)
1 + D(z)Gp(z)
→ D(z) = u(z)
e(z)
=
Gm(z)
Gp(z)[1− Gm(z)]
where
Gp(z) = Gω1(z) =
b1 z
−1
1 + a1 z−1
Gm(z) =
(1 + c1 + c2) z
−1
1 + c1 z−1 + c2z−2
with
c1 = 2e
−δωnT cos
(
ωnT
√
1−δ2
)
, c2 = e
−2δωnT
where T is the sampling period, while δ (damping coefficient) and ωn (natural
frequency) are parameters used to specify the desired response.
Note that Gm(1) = 1. In this manner, the controller D(z) results:
D(z) = K
1 + a1z
−1
1 + (c1 − t0) z−1 + c2z−2 , K =
t0
b1
=
1 + c1 + c2
b1
that is
u(k) = −(c1 − t0)u(k − 1)− c2u(k − 2) + Ke(k) + Ka1e(k − 1)
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With δ ∈ [0.5, 0.7, 1], ωn ∈ [10, 20, 30], the following results are obtained.
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Consider δ = 1, ωn = 20. Since the controller has been design with respect to a model
with constant parameters, it cannot handle situations where some of them change in
time.
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At time t = 10 sec the inertia
value changes from J = 0.001
to J = 0.0001. The mechanical
time constant τm = J/b therefore
changes from τm = 1 sec to
τm = 0.1 sec.
A possible solution to this type of
problems is to adopt an adaptive
controller.
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Consider δ = 1, ωn = 20. With an adaptive control, there is a transient period in which it
might be appropriate to take proper actions to avoid dangerous situations. After the
transient, the control specifications are satisfied.
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Application of an explicit STR
regulator, with the ”deadbeat-like”
design procedure.
The parameters a1, b1 of the motor
are estimated online with a RLS
algorithm.
Note the behaviour during first pe-
riod (t < 8 sec), where the param-
eters are not yet properly estimated
by the RLS algorithm.
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Consider δ = 1, ωn = 20. At time t = 10 sec the inertia value changes from J = 0.001 to
J = 0.0001. The mechanical time constant τm = J/b therefore changes from τm = 1 sec
to τm = 0.1 sec.
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The adaptive controller is able to
compensate for the change of the in-
ertia and satisfy the design require-
ments.
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Comparison of the fixed-parameters controller with the adaptive one. Process output and
control variable u(k).
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Comparison of the fixed-parameters controller with the adaptive one. Tracking and
estimation error, estimated parameters and forgetting factor.
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Cascade control
Feed-forward control
An alternative control design
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Cascade control
G1(s) G2(s)❤ ✲
❄
d
vu y
R(s)❤✲ ✲
yd ✲ ✲ ✲
- ✻
A cascade control scheme can be profitably used if:
the dynamics of the process to be controlled can be schematized with two (or
more) distinct dynamics G1(s) and G2(s)
G1(s) is “faster” than G2(s)
it is possible to measure the input variable v of G2(s)
In these cases, better performances can often be obtained by using two or more
control loops in a cascade configuration.
G1(s) G2(s)❤ ✲
❄
d
vu y
R1(s)❤R2(s) ✲ ✲❤✲✲
yd vd ✲ ✲ ✲
✻- -✻
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Cascade control
G1(s) G2(s)✐ ✲
❄
d
vu y
R1(s)✐R2(s) ✲ ✲✐✲✲
yd vd ✲ ✲ ✲
✻- -✻
With a cascade control scheme, the following positive features can be obtained:
1 ‘local’ compensation of disturbances acting in the inner control loops, e.g. the
disturbance d can be compensated ‘before’ it affects the output y ;
2 the dynamics between vd and v (with control) is ‘faster’ than the dynamics between
u e v (without control);
3 the internal loop is more robust with respect to variations of the parameters;
4 it is possible to apply anti-saturation techniques to the variables vd and v ;
5 it is possible to obtain a predefined dynamic behavior between vd and y so that the
design of R2(s) is easier. In particular, if G1(s) is ‘faster’ than G2(s), it is possible
to define R1(s) so that, for the design of R2(s), it is possible to consider v ≈ vd
(the design process is easier).
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Cascade control
With a single controller R(s), the overall transfer function is:
Gt0(s) =
R(s)G1(s)G2(s)
1 + R(s)G1(s)G2(s)
=
1
1 +
1
R(s)G1(s)G2(s)
(1)
By using the cascade control scheme, the system transfer function is:
Gt1(s) =
R1(s)R2(s)G1(s)G2(s)
1 + R1(s)G1(s) + R1(s)R2(s)G1(s)G2(s)
=
1
1 +
1
R2(s)G2(s)
(
1 +
1
R1(s)G1(s)
) (2)
G1(s) G2(s)✐ ✲
❄
d
vu y
R1(s)✐R2(s) ✲ ✲✐✲✲
yd vd ✲ ✲ ✲
✻- -✻
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Cascade control
In a cascade control configuration, there are more degrees of freedom than in
standard control schemes. Moreover, it is easier to affect the internal dynamics of
the system.
To conclude, if it is possible to assume that R1(s)G1(s)≫ 1 in the frequency
range interested by G2(s), then the overall transfer function mostly depends on
the external control loop: Gt1(s) ≈ 1/ (1 + 1/(R2G2)).
More in general, in case of n internal loops, the system control function is:
Gt(s) =
R1(s)R2(s) · · ·Rn(s)G1(s)G2(s) . . .Gn(s)
1 + R1(s)G1(s) + R1(s)G1(s)R2(s)G2(s) + . . .+ R1(s)G1(s) · · ·Rn(s)Gn(s)
=
1
1 +
1
Rn(s)Gn(s)
(
1 +
1
Rn−1(s)Gn−1(s)
(
. . .
(
1 +
1
R1(s)G1(s)
)))
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Feed-forward control
When the request of performance increases, and therefore “faster” trajectories are
specified (i.e. with higher values for the velocity/acceleration signals), normally a
performance degradation takes place in terms of tracking capabilities (the
“disturbance” d becomes more relevant).
A possible solution to overcome this problem is to include in the controller
feed-forward actions, which can be computed on the basis of the values of the
desired position, velocity and acceleration signals.
Cf (s) R(s)
Ca(s)
G(s)❣❣✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
✻
❄
✲
yd y
-
+ +
+
u
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Feed-forward control
The positive effects related to the use of a feedback controller are widely known
from the basic control theory. In particular, the most well known advantages are:
noise rejection
larger bandwidth for the controlled system if compared to the original system
robustness in case of parametric uncertainties.
On the other hand, beside feedback control scheme, it is known that it is possible
to include in the control scheme one or more feed-forward control actions, i.e.
control actions that are not based on the feedback paradigm.
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Feed-forward control
In principle, under ideal conditions, a feed-forward control scheme allows to track
perfectly the reference signal. On the other hand, the feed-forward actions can be
computed only if the process to be controlled and the noise signals are perfectly
known, and therefore it is not realistic to use only this control principle for real
plants where modeling errors and noise/disturbances are always present.
In any case, when high-performances are required, the use of feed-forward
controllers can significantly increases the results achievable with the feedback
controlled system.
Cf (s) R(s)
Ca(s)
G(s)❣❣✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
✻
❄
✲
yd y
-
+ +
+
u
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Feed-forward control
Control actions are usually included in the forward path of a control scheme for
the following main reasons:
1 to properly filter the reference input, by modifying the transfer function
between the desired input yd and the output y , in order to obtain some
predefined static or dynamic properties for the system;
2 to improve tracking performance;
3 to compensate known (or at least measurable) disturbances acting on the
system.
Cf (s) R(s)
Ca(s)
G(s)❣❣✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
✻
❄
✲
yd y
-
+ +
+
u
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Feed-forward control
One of the main goals in the design of a trajectory tracking control law is to have,
ideally, a null error, i.e. yd ≡ y . On the other hand, by using only feedback
control actions (intrinsically based on the error e = yd − y), in general it is not
possible to ensure that this requirement is met.
A possible solution is based on control schemes including feed-forward control
actions.
Cf (s) R(s)
Ca(s)
G(s)❥❥✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
✻
❄
✲
yd y
-
+ +
+
u
The overall general scheme includes the classical feedback controller R(s), and
two feed-forward control actions Cf (s) and Ca(s).
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Reference signal compensation
The relationship between the output signal and the reference signal is now:
Y (s) = Cf (s)
R(s)G(s)
1 + R(s)G(s)
Yd(s) +
Ca(s)G(s)
1 + R(s)G(s)
Yd(s)
=
Cf (s)R(s)G(s) + Ca(s)G(s)
1 + R(s)G(s)
Yd (s) (3)
By imposing the desired (ideal) condition Y (s) = Yd(s), it follows:
Ca(s) =
1
G(s)
+ R(s) [1− Cf (s)] (4)
or, if Cf (s) = 1,
Ca(s) = G
−1(s) (5)
The last relationship highlights the fact that, once the process dynamics G(s) and the
reference signal Yd(s) are known, for a perfect tracking of the input signal (i.e. y ≡ yd)
the control input must be computed by “inverting” the system dynamics. Formally:
U(s) = G−1(s)Yd(s)
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Reference signal compensation
It is not always possible to use feed-forward control actions. In particular, it is not
possible when:
1 G(s) has at least a zero with positive real part (non minimum phase systems)
2 G(s) has significant time delay (such as e−td s)
3 G(s) is not a proper system (i.e. the degree of the numerator is not equal to
the degree of the denominator)
In the first two cases a non-casual scheme should be used, while in the third one
an approximation of G(s) should be introduced, removing part of the dynamics to
define a proper transfer function for the computation of G−1(s).
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Reference signal compensation
Let us consider an electrical actuator. If its electrical dynamics is neglected, it can
be approximated as a double integrator, i.e. G(s) = 1/s2.
With this approximation, the inverse dynamic model needed to implement a
feed-forward action is G−1(s) = s2, that results in a non-feasible operations since
it corresponds to a double time-derivation of the reference signal.
On the other hand, since the desired trajectories are usually specified in terms of
position, velocity and acceleration signals, in this case this does not constitute a
problem.
In order to implement the feed-forward control actions, it is not necessary to
derive (twice) the reference signal, since the velocity and acceleration (jerk, ...)
reference values are already available.
To conclude, notice that in case of perfect knowledge of the transfer function
G(s), and in case of physical realizability of G−1(s), the feedback loop (i.e. R(s))
does not substantially contribute to the tracking of the desired signal yd , and it is
used only to compensate for disturbances possibly acting on the system.
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Reference signal compensation
Cf (s) R(s)
Ca(s)
G(s)❢❢✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
✻
❄
✲
yd y
-
+ +
+
u
As an example, consider
G(s) =
1
s + 10
R(s) =
100(s + 10)
s + 100
Cf (s) = 1
The feed-forward action is not physically feasible. In fact:
Ca(s) =
1
G(s)
=
s + 10
1
first order time-derivative!
By considering a partial compensation only (i.e. the static gain)
Ca(s) = 10
in steady state conditions (for constant input values) one obtains y = yd .
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Reference signal compensation
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Reference signal compensation
On the other hand, by considering
Ca(s) =
1
G(s)
=
s + 10
1
it follows that
U(s) = Ca(s)Yd (s) = 10Yd (s) + sYd (s)
Since the ‘s’ in the Laplace notation corresponds to a time derivative, if the reference
velocity is known then the following control scheme can be applied, with
ka,p = 10, ka,v = 1.
R(s)
ka,p
G(s)
ka,v = 1
ka,p = 10
✐✐✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
✻
yd y
-
+ +
+
u
ka,v
✲
✲
✲
✐✲ ❄
❄
+
+
y˙d
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Reference signal compensation
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Notice the perfect tracking of the reference signal.
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An alternative design procedure
An alternative design procedure
friction coefficient b = 0
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Current control loop
Assuming b = 0, the block scheme of a DC motor is
The classical block scheme for the current control loop is
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Current control loop
However, it is convenient to add a compensation term for the BEMF
vm(t) = kmω(t), that often is the dominant term in the armature voltage.
This is a feedforward term that requires the knowledge of the motor velocity ω
(although even a rough estimation is however useful).
The current controller is often chosen of the PI type:
Ci (s) = Kp +
Ki
s
=
Kps + Ki
s
= Kp
1 + Kpis
Kpis
, Kpi =
Kp
Ki
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Current control loop
Therefore, if Ge(s) =
1
Ra+sLa
= 1/Ra1+sτa , τa = La/Ra, the open loop transfer
function results:
Gi (s) = Ci (s)Ge(s) = Kp
1 + Kpi s
Kpis
1/Ra
1 + sτa
It is then convenient to select Kpi = τa in order to cancel the electric pole:
Gi(s) =
Kp
RaKpis
=
Ki
Ras
Note that the steady state error to a step reference is null (integral action).
Therefore, the closed loop transfer function is
Fi (s) =
Ia(s)
Iad (s)
=
Gi (s)
1 + Gi (s)
=
1
1 + 1
Gi (s)
=
1
1 + Ra
Ki
s
=
1
1 + τi s
, τi =
Ra
Ki
The constant Ki is chosen in order to have the desired time constant τi for the
current loop (Ki = RA/τi , and therefore Kp = LA/τi for the pole/zero
cancelation).
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Velocity control loop
Given the current control loop, with transfer function Fi (s), the velocity controller
can be designed according to the following block diagram
Note the presence of the term 1/km, introduced to have a desired value of the
torque τm = kmi as input to the “mechanical” subsystem 1/(Js): the output of
the velocity controller Cω(s) can be considered as the torque applied to inertia J.
If a simple proportional controller is chosen, i.e. Cω(s) = Kpω, the open loop gain
is
Gω(s) = Kpω
1
1 + τi s
1
J s
=
Kpω
Jτi s2 + Js
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Velocity control loop
Note: With reference to the block scheme
G1(s) G2(s)
H(s)
❤ ✲❄
d
y❤✲x ✲ ✲ ✲
-
-
✛
✻
one obtains
y = G2(−d + G1(x − Hy)) → y(1 + HG1G2) = G1x − G2d
then
y =
G1
1 + HG1G2
x −
G2
1 + HG1G2
d
The output y is the sum of two contributions, the first one related to the signal x
and the second one to the signal (disturbance) d .
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Velocity control loop
In case of electric motors with proportional velocity control, we have
G1(s) =
Kpω
1 + τi s
, G2(s) =
1
J s
, H(s) = 1
If τr = 0
The overall transfer function results (Gω = G1G2):
Fω(s) =
ω
ωd
=
1
1 + 1
Gω(s)
=
1
τiJ
Kpω
s2 + J
Kpω
s + 1
=
ω2n
s2 + 2δωns + ω2n
where
ωn =
√
Kpω
τiJ
, δ =
1
2
√
J
τiKpω
{
Kpω = τiJω
2
n
Kpω =
J
4δ2τi
Comments:
there is one parameter to be assigned (Kpω) for the two variables δ, ωn
the steady state error for a step input is 0
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Velocity control loop
To overcome the problem, let us consider again the general block diagram
With a PI controller, i.e. Cω(s) = Kpω +
Kiω
s
= Kpω
1+Kpi s
Kpi s
(with Kpi = Kpω/Kiω),
the open loop gain is
Gω(s) = Kpω
1 + Kpis
Kpis
1
1 + τi s
1
J s
By choosing Kpi = τ (pole/zero cancelation) we get
Gω(s) = G1(s)G2(s) =
Kpω
τi s
1
J s
=
Kpω
τiJs2
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Velocity control loop
If τr = 0
The overall transfer function results:
Fω(s) =
ω(s)
ωd(s)
=
1
1 + 1
G(s)
=
1
τiJ
Kpω
s2 + 1
=
ω2n
s2 + ω2n
that presents a pair of imaginary poles (s = ±jωn) and therefore an oscillatory
behaviour (undamped system).
A possible way to cope with this problem is to introduce a feedback action
H(s) = 1 + τms
Kpω
τis
1
J s
1 + τωs
❤ ✲❄
τr = 0
ω❤✲ωd ✲ ✲ ✲
-
-
✛
✻
Another possibility is to use a PD Cω(s) = Kpω + Kdωs instead of the PI
controller.
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Velocity control loop
In this case, by choosing Kdω
Kpω
= τi , we get
Gω(s) = Kpω
(
1 +
Kdω
Kpω
s
)
1
1 + τi s
1
J s
=
Kpω
Js
and the overall transfer function is
Fω(s) =
ω(s)
ωd(s)
=
1
1
Gω(s)
+ 1
=
1
J
Kpω
s + 1
=
1
1 + τωs
, → Kpω =
J
τω
(Kdω = τiKpω)
where τω is the desired time constant for the velocity loop (obviously, τω > τi ).
Notes:
there are two parameters to define (Kpω,Kdω), for the pole/zero cancelation
and for assigning τω
the steady state error for a step input is 0
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Position control loop
The block diagram in this case is de-
fined assuming that the inner loops
(velocity and current) can be de-
scribed by the transfer function
Fω(s) =
1
1 + τωs
Cθ(s)
1
1 + τωs
1
s
✲ω θ❤✲θd ωd✲ ✲ ✲
-✻
Considering a P controller Cθ(s) = Kpθ, one obtains the feedforward transfer
function
Gθ(s) = Cθ(s)Fω(s)
1
s
=
Kpθ
s(1 + τωs)
and therefore
Fθ(s) =
1
1
Gθ(s)
+ 1
=
Kpθ/τω
s2 + 1/τωs + Kpθ/τω
ωn =
√
Kpθ
τω
, δ =
1
2
√
1
τωKpθ
→ Kpθ = τωω
2
n, or Kpθ =
1
4δ2τω
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Position control loop
In case a PD control is considered, i.e. Cθ(s) = Kpθ + Kdθs, a procedure similar
to the one described for the velocity loop can be adopted, leading to the choices:
Kpθ =
1
τθ
, Kdθ = τωKpθ
being τθ the desired time constant of the transfer function of the overall closed
loop Fθ(s)
Fθ(s) =
Cθ(s)Fω(s) 1/s
1 + Cθ(s)Fω(s) 1/s
=
1
1 + τθs
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Example
Let us consider again a motor with the following parameters:
La = 2.5 10
−3 H
Ra = 1 Ω
km = 1 Nm/A [V/(rad/s)]
J = 0.01 kg m2
b = 0 Nm/(rad/s)
τe = 2.5 ms, τm = 10 ms
Current control
According to the previous discussion, a PI controller is defined. If the desired time
constant is τi = 1 · 10−3 s, then
Ki = RA/τi = 1000, Kp = LA/τi = 2.5
The BEMF compensation is introduced by measuring the motor velocity ω and
multiplying it by km = 1.
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Example
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Note that, if the current has to reach a constant set point, the value of the
voltage va increases in time, until it reaches the saturation value Va,max (= 500 V
in the plots on the left).
At that point, the controller is not able any more to compensate for the BEMF
term, and the current goes to zero.
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Example
Velocity control
Let us consider a PD controller Cω(s) = Kpω + Kdωs, with the desired time
constant τω = 10 · 10
−3 s. Then
Kpω =
J
τω
= 1, Kdω = τiKpω = 1 · 10
−3
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Example
Position control
Considering a P controller Cθ(s) = Kpθ, the parameter Kpθ must be defined
according to one of the two following equations Kpθ = τωω
2
n, or Kpθ =
1
4δ2τω
.
For example, taking δ = 1, then Kpθ = 25.
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Example
If a PD controller is considered, with τθ = 0.04s, then
Kpθ =
1
τθ
= 25, Kdθ = τωKpθ = 0.25
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Example
If a trapezoidal trajectory is assigned, the tracking performances of the PD
controller are reported in the following slides.
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Example
By adding the feedforward control actions on the velocity and on the current
ωff = ωd , iff =
J
km
θ¨d
the following results are obtained.
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